


Traverse

A traverse is a chain of straight lines to be used as a basis for the 

measurement of detail.

There are two types :
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Traverse

In order to find the coordinates in horizontal 
plane. 

At least the coordinates of one point must be given or 
chosen arbitrarily.

At least the azimuth of one leg must be given or chosen 
arbitrarily.

The horizontal distances between successive points 
must be measured.

The horizontal angles between successive legs must be 
measured.



Traverse

Σ (Outer Angles)  = ( 2  N   + 4 )  *  900

Using a theodolite we can measure all 
the inner (or outer) angles.

The difference between 
Σ Measured Angles and Σ Inner (or Outer) Angles is the Angular Misclosure

Maximum Angular Misclosure  = 2  *  Accuracy of Theodolite  *   (No. of Angles)

If the misclosure is acceptable then distribute it equally to all angles.

Greater than tolerance go back to the field and re-measure!!

Σ (Inner Angles)  = ( 2  N   - 4 )  *  900
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Traverse

Set up your instrument at instrument station, and level it. So that the

vertical axis comes to vertical position, horizontal circle is in a horizontal

plane, vertical circle in a vertical plane.

Aim the telescope at the left-hand target, read the horizontal and vertical

circles and note them.

Aim the telescope at the right-hand target, read the horizontal and

vertical circles and note them.

The difference between the two horizontal circle readings will give the

horizontal angle.



Traverse

Possible Errors

1. inaccurate centring - theodolite & target 

2. non-vertical target 

3. parallax 

4. atmospheric effects 

5. theodolite not level well

6. incorrect use of theodolite 

7. mistakes in reading or booking 


